THE
ULTIMATE
GUIDE TO
MEN'S
WEDDING
SUITS

Congratulations!
Planning your wedding is an exciting,
if not slightly stressful, time in your
life. There's so much to think about from the guest list to the caterers to
the flowers. Luckily, your suit need
not be a source of anxiety.
King & Allen have over 15 years of
experience creating wedding suits for
our clients. Over the next few pages,
we'll pass on some of our wisdom, so
that you can find the best possible
wedding suit for your special day.

INSPIRATION

TOP TIP
Get the suit YOU
want. one that
makes you feel
confident,
comfortable and
totally yourself.
All things considered...
When it comes to planning your bespoke wedding suit, there is a lot to take into consideration. There are 3
factors that we consider to be the most important elements of any suit.

Cloth - Construction - Colour
Over the next few pages, we'll be showing you how each of these elements can be combined with your
wedding's overall themes, so that you can look and feel your absolute best!

Cloth
The type of cloth you choose is dependent on a
number of factors...
The Climate
If you're getting married in the middle of
summer or in a hotter climate, you may want to
consider more lightweight, breathable cloths like
mohair, cool wools or linen. Likewise, if it's a
winter wedding, then heavier cloths like
traditional Yorkshire worsted wools and flannels.
What do you like?
Have a look around for inspiration. Our
Instagram page is an excellent resource for
inspirational wedding attire. You may be
surprised by what you like. Once you come in
for a consultation, we can show you a huge
range of cloths. Get a feel for the ones you like
and then go for it!
Location, Location, Location
Different cloths lend themselves to different
settings, eg. tweeds being a great choice for a
rural wedding or cottons for a beach wedding.

Construction
At King & Allen, we offer two different construction
methods:

Made-To-Measure
Our made-to-measure suits are constructed using
many of the same techniques that we use in our fullybespoke suits, however, our tailors have embraced
advances in technology to increase efficiency and
value for money.
Your tailoring consultant will take a full set of
measurements and posture notes at your initial
consultation. The result is a beautiful suit that fits
better than any you’ve worn off-the-peg.

Fully-Bespoke

TOP TIP

Having a summer wedding?
A half-lined jacket is the ultimate summer suit option. The internal
architecture of the jacket is especially designed to require as little
lining as possible whilst maintaining its shape, and is an ingenious
way of creating a garment that appears on the outside like a
regular suit but is actually as light as a feather… and the most
breathable suit you’ve ever worn.

Our fully-bespoke suits are entirely hand-crafted and
feature a full, floating horsehair canvas for
outstanding structure and shape.
You will also get a baste fitting, as per the tailoring
guidelines set out by the Savile Row Bespoke
Association. The baste fitting is an opportunity to try
on a mockup of the suit, midway through the tailoring
process, allowing us to fine-tune the fit and style of
the suit.

Colour
When it comes to the colour of your suit, it's a good
idea to keep the overall wedding-colour-theme in
mind.
If you’re going for bright and bold colours, like pinks
or yellows, it’s unlikely you’ll want your suit cloth to
match. Instead, the most effective way to bring out
your wedding colours in your suit is through various
customisation options:
A Distinctive Lining
Perfect for those who want to keep their look mainly
traditional but have the option to flash a bit of
colour when they choose. We have an extensive
collection of lining fabrics, so you can really let your
personality shine through.
Buttons and Visible Stitching
A wedding provides the perfect opportunity to opt
for buttons or stitching in a contrasting colour that
ties in with the rest of the wedding party.
Embroidery
Why not have a meaningful phrase or the date of
your wedding embroidered inside your jacket or on
the melton (fabric that lines the collar to add
stiffness) in a thread to match your wedding colour?
If you’d like to be just a little more daring, you could
always customise your shirt cuffs.

INSPIRATION

Two Grooms?
King & Allen have a wealth of experience
in creating wedding suits for gay couples.
We understand the importance of
creating a look that is both harmonious
and reflective of your own, unique styles.
This can be achieved in a number of
ways.
Sometimes, couples like to wear matching
suits, sometimes we can use matching
elements (like waistcoats) sometimes we
can use similar cloths with subtle
differences.
Our tailoring consultants are experts in
creating your dream suits and will be
able to guide and advise you on the best
options.

Three Reasons a Three
Piece is Best
1.
The waistcoat adds a formal touch to your
suit. You may have already decided not to
hire a morning suit but you still want to
look the part on the big day. A waistcoat
will do this for you and sets you apart from
your guests.

2.
A waistcoat keeps you looking smart, even
when you take your jacket off. Deliver your
speech with your jacket on you will be too
hot, deliver it in a shirt and the photos
won't look good. The waistcoat is the
perfect solution for keeping you cool and
still looking smart.

3.
Versatility after the wedding. You are
investing in a suit you can wear to many
events to come. Your three-piece wedding
suit worn with a tie would be perfect for
formal events; remove the tie and the
waistcoat and you have more casual suit
for an evening out.

THANK YOU!
Thank you for taking the time to read King &
Allen's Ultimate Guide to Men's Wedding Suits. We
hope that you found it helpful in planning your own
wedding suit.
If you are interested in having a bespoke wedding suit
made for you, we would love to help!
You can book a free, no obligation consultation with
one of our consultants at a convenient venue, where
they can show you our full range of cloths,
constructions and styles.
Best wishes,
The King & Allen Team

